The Higgs sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric Extension of the Standard Model may be described with a two Higgs doublet model with properties that depend on the soft supersymmetry breaking parameters. For instance, flavor independent CP-violating phases associated with the gaugino masses, the squark trilinear mass parameters and the Higgsino mass parameter µ may lead to sizable CP-violation in the Higgs sector. For these CP-violating effects to affect the properties of the recently observed SM-like Higgs resonance, the non-standard charged and neutral Higgs bosons masses must be of the order of the weak scale, and both µ as well as the trilinear stop mass parameter A t must be of the order or larger than the stop mass parameters. Constraints on this possibility come from direct searches for non-standard Higgs bosons, precision measurements on the lightest neutral Higgs properties, including its mass, and electric dipole moments. In this article, we discuss these constraints within the MSSM, trying to evaluate the possible size of the CP-odd component of the lightest neutral Higgs boson, and the possible experimental tests of this CP-violating effect at the LHC.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Minimal Supersymmetric Extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) is an attractive scenario that leads to a well defined spectrum of particles at low energies, with dimensionless couplings that are related to the Standard Model (SM) ones by symmetry relations. For third generation superpartners with masses of the order of the TeV scale, this scenario leads to radiative electroweak symmetry breaking, it is consistent with unification of couplings at high energies [1] and in the presence of R-Parity contains a Dark Matter particle identified with the lightest neutralino [2] , [3] .
The Higgs sector of the theory contains two doublets, and at tree-level supersymmetry demands it to be of type-II and CP-conserving, with an upper bound on the lightest CPeven Higgs mass equal to the gauge boson mass M Z . These properties are modified at the quantum level [4] - [23] . On one hand, as it is well known, in the absence of CP-violation, the upper bound on the lightest CP-even Higgs mass is no longer M Z but could be raised to values of order 130 GeV for stop masses of the order of a few TeV and sizable values of the trilinear stop mass parameter A t . The observed values of the Higgs mass may be then well explained in this scenario [24] . On the other hand, radiative corrections also induce deviations from the type-II behavior that become more prominent for large values of the ratio of vacuum expectation values tan β and small values of the non-standard Higgs boson masses.
CP violation in the effective two Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM) can be induced by phases of the soft SUSY-breaking parameters at the loop level [25] - [33] . In this model, the lightest neutral Higgs is no longer a CP-eigenstate, but a mixture of CP-even and CP-odd states.
The presence of CP-violation in the mass parameters of the theory is natural within the MSSM, and may be related to the mechanism that explains the baryon asymmetry in the universe [34] . Indeed, it is known that the CP-violation present in the SM is not sufficient to explain the baryon asymmetry and new CP-violating effects are necessary. The presence of CP-violation in the Higgs sector may lead to a modification of the neutral Higgs properties that may be tested at the LHC in the near future. In particular, the recently discovered Higgs boson at the LHC [35] may be the lightest of the three neutral states, with a non-vanishing CP-odd component.
Due to the current lack of observation of CP-violation observables beyond those present in the Standard Model, in particular the electron and the neutron electric dipole moments [36] - [39] , large phases in the gaugino mass and the µ parameters tend to be in conflict with a light supersymmetric spectrum [40] - [47] . These restrictions may be alleviated by assuming large values of the first and second generation slepton and squark masses. Even in this case, two-loop CP-violating effects may be large enough to lead to observable CP-violating effects which may be in conflict with present experimental bounds.
In a recent article [48] , the authors analyzed the CP-odd mixing of the heavy neutral states, allowed by the current flavor physics, Higgs and electric dipole moment constraints.
In this article, we shall concentrate on an analysis of the CP-odd component of the lightest neutral Higgs in the MSSM, given all available constraints from both the experimental and the theoretical side. We provide an analytical understanding of the parameters that control this CP-odd component and analyze the impact of these parameters on the Higgs observables. We shall compare these analytical results with the ones provided by CPsuperH2.3, which is used to calculate the masses of neutral Higgs, their production rates, decay widths and couplings with other particles [29, 32, 33] . Based on this analysis, we found that if the stop particles are assumed to be lighter than a few TeV, the requirement of obtaining a 125.5 GeV Higgs mass already puts a strong constraint to the parameter space and already restricts the possibility of a CP-odd mixing higher than about 10%. Moreover, the current measurements of the lightest CP-even Higgs production rates puts further constraints on this possibility and so does the non-observation of the electron, neutron and Mercury electric dipole moments. Based on these facts, we study the capability of the LHC to detect the small CP-odd components of the lightest neutral Higgs within the MSSM.
This article is organized as follows. In section II we describe the relevant parameters controlling the CP-violating effects in the neutral Higgs sector. In section III we provide analytical formulae for the neutral Higgs mass matrix elements and describe the interrelation between the CP-odd component of the lightest Higgs and its mass. In section IV we describe similar constraints affecting the decay branching ratios of the lightest neutral Higgs boson.
In sections V and VI we discuss the constraints coming from electric dipole moments and flavor physics. We discuss the possible measurement of the lightest neutral Higgs CP-odd component at the LHC in section VII. We reserve section VIII for our conclusions.
II. CP-ODD COMPONENT OF THE LIGHTEST NEUTRAL HIGGS BOSON
The CP-violating phases in the low energy 2HDM may come in the MSSM soft breaking parameters. Since these CP-violating effects are induced at the loop-level, the only relevant phases are the ones associated with supersymmetric particles that couple strongly to the Higgs bosons, namely the stops, sbottoms and staus, and the gluinos that couple strongly to these particles [25] - [33] . The relevant complex phases are then the ones of the trilinear soft couplings of the stops, sbottoms and staus to the Higgs field, Φ At , Φ A b , Φ Aτ , respectively, the phase of the gluino mass parameter Φ Mg , and the one of the Higgsino mass parameter µ, Φ µ . Besides, one should also consider the variations of the magnitude of tan β, |A t,b,τ |, |Mg|, |µ|, m H + , and the mass parameter M SUSY , that controls the overall third generation mass scale. CP-violating effects are induced by non-decoupling threshold corrections and become relevant whenever the imaginary part of µA t,b,τ and/or of µMg is non-zero and of the order or larger than the square of the third generation sfermion masses, which we shall assume to be of the order of a few TeV.
Our objective is to study regions of parameter space in which a large CP-odd component In the analysis of the parameters of the model, we shall require the mass of the lightest neutral state to be consistent with the measured value of about 125.5 GeV. Due to theoretical uncertainties in the calculation of the neutral Higgs masses, which is of the order of 3 GeV, we shall retain values of the parameters which lead to a Higgs mass between 122.5 and 128.5 GeV. Moreover, the bottom and tau couplings of the lightest Higgs boson cannot differ significantly from the ones of the SM without leading to significant variations of the Higgs decay branching ratios, in conflict with observations at the ATLAS and CMS experiments.
In general, since the electroweak gauge boson couplings of the lightest Higgs tend to be close to the SM ones, variations of the effective bottom coupling g H 1 bb of more than about 20% with respect to the SM (leading to variations of the branching ratio of the decay of the Higgs boson to pairs of gauge bosons of about 30%) are disfavored by data.
Although currently only one Higgs boson has been detected, there is information on the possible presence of additional Higgs bosons within the MSSM due to the non-observation of non-standard Higgs signatures. Currently, the strongest bounds on the presence of non-standard neutral Higgs bosons come from the searches of the gluon fusion or bbΦ production of heavy neutral Higgs bosons at the LHC, with subsequent decays into tau pairs [49] , [50] , [51] . These searches become particularly efficient for large values of tan β and low values of the charged Higgs mass m H + , for which the production rate is large. These searches, combined with previous LEP results, gave a strong constraint on the tan β − M A two dimensional plane (CP-violation was not considered in the LHC analyses). A small window of tan β survives in lower-M A region, where larger CP-violation is most likely to arise. 
- [31] . The full mass matrix can be written as,
where v 246 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expectation value. The above equations provide a generalization of the expressions for the Higgs mixing parameters in terms of X t and Y t in the CP-conserving case [53] . The parameter η displays the well known one-loop radiative 
Rewriting the above equation in terms of the mass parameters µ and A t , from Eq. (8) one finds
where we have neglected subleading terms, suppressed by 1/ tan 2 β factors.
Therefore, the largest CP-violating effects that can be generated at larger m H + is when In each case, the top Yukawa coupling was chosen at the charged Higgs mass scale. We find that Eq. (10) Consistency with the observed Higgs mass puts additional constraints on arg(µA t ). The right panel of Figure 3 shows the strong dependence of the Higgs mass on the amplitude of Observe that the Higgs mass is not a single-valued function of |X t | but for each |X t | the
Higgs mass values are within a broad band, which is due to the fact that there are small changes in the lightest Higgs mass induced by the variation in the phases of A t M i , and mostly coming from threshold corrections to the top Yukawa coupling. An example of this variation is shown in Figure 4 , where we show that indeed, besides the overall dependence on X t , which is fixed by the phase of µA t , there is a dependence on the phase of A t M * 3 leading to larger Higgs mass values for these phases equal to zero. 
IV. CONSTRAINTS FROM THE HIGGS
where we have assumed that
is real and positive. For moderate or small values of tan β one can in a first approximation ignore the small radiative correction effects and, hence
Then, as anticipated, the corrections to the down-quark and charged lepton couplings are proportional to the non-standard components of the lightest neutral Higgs, O 21 and O 31 , but enhanced by a tan β factor. Morever, while O 31 is approximately given by Eq. (9),
As we can see from , normalized to its SM value, can grow significantly when m H + is pulled down. Large deviations, however, are in tension with current experimental measurements [54] , [55] , [56] that show a good agreement of the Higgs production rates with the SM predictions. Since we are considering the possibility of sizable values of ξ 2 (the CP-odd component), the deviations from SM Higgs branching ratios may be minimized if θ, which controls the mixing between two CP-even components, is kept small. Small values of θ correspond to the condition of alignment in the case of CP-conservation [53] , [57] , [58] 
with η given in Eq. (6) . This is what happens for small or moderate mixing in the neutral Higgs sector. One can now rewrite Eqs. (7) and (8) as
Since for moderate or large values of tan β, X t A t , Y * t −X * t µ tan β and cos 2β −1, one can see that the parameter θ can only be reduced if the real part of a loop suppressed quantity proportional to Re(A t µ) is of order of m
Z . This loop suppressed quantity is the same one whose imaginary part controls the CP-odd component. Hence, when ξ 2 becomes sizable, quite generally θ cannot be suppressed and becomes also sizable. Therefore, from Eqs. (9), (15) and (14), we conclude that a significant CP-odd component in general leads to large deviations of the bottom coupling to H 1 with respect to the SM value.
The deviation of the H 1 couplings to the gauge bosons with respect to the SM ones depend on O 
which have been measured at the LHC up to rather high confidence level [54] , [55] , [56] .
We calculated the H → ZZ * branching ratio in the MSSM using CPSuperH2.3 and also its value predicted by the SM for the same Higgs mass. We plotted the correlation between the CP-odd component of H 1 and its decay branching ratio into Z gauge bosons. In Figs. 6 we show the dependence of these quantities on the variables tan β and Φ µ . tan β is varied Under these considerations, a careful scan of the whole parameter space was conducted to find the maximum CP-odd component of H 
V. CONSTRAINTS ON HIGGS CP VIOLATION FROM ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENT EXPERIMENTS
In addition to the collider results on the high-energy end, low-energy experiments, especially the Electric Dipole Moment (EDM) measurement with extremely high precision, impose strong constraints on the CP violation in the Higgs sector (see for instance
Refs. [59] , [60] ). In this section we shall explore the constraints on the possible CP violation in the MSSM Higgs sector given the present bounds on the electron EDM (eEDM), the neutron EDM and the Mercury EDM, namely [36] - [39] . 
Theoretical calculations show that the primary contributions to EDM come from both one-loop and two-loop diagrams [42] . The dominant two-loop contributions come from the so-called Bar-Zee type diagrams [43] , [44] (there are other two-loop contributions [45] , not included in CPsuperH, which become subdominant in the regime we are working on).
The most important two-loop term comes from top-quark, chargino and top-squark loop Therefore, to allow for large CP-violation effects in the Higgs sector we may need to resort to cancellations between one-loop and two-loop EDM contributions. The main oneloop contributions are from those diagrams involving loops of charginos, neutralinos and gluinos with first and second generation sfermions [46] , [47] . Therefore, the amplitudes of one-loop diagrams are in part determined by the mixing in the mass eigenstates of charginos and neutralinos, which is associated with the values of µ, M 1 , M 2 , tanβ, and in particular the phases arg(µM i ), which also affect the two loop chargino and neutralino contributions.
The one-loop contributions decrease for heavier first and second generation squarks and sleptons. As we said before, we shall characterize the ratio of the first and second to the third generation sfermion masses by a hierarchy factor ρ, which is an input parameter in the CPsuperH code. .
In Figure 7 we display the one-loop contribution to the electron EDM. From Figure 7 , we find that, as expected, both the one-loop chargino and neutralino contributions to the electron EDM decrease as we raise ρ. Up to ρ. The maximum chargino contribution remains higher than the acceptable eEDM limit (8.7 × 10 −29 cm) up to values of ρ = O(10). Another feature seen from this plot is that the amplitude of chargino-loop diagrams is pronouncedly larger than that of neutralino-mediated ones, differing by an order of magnitude. Thus, unless the phases are highly fine tuned, it is very difficult for EDM to cancel within one-loop level diagrams. We find that most of the allowed points lie closely around a straight line across the origin point with slope −1 which indicates that an approximately exact cancellation occurs between one-loop and two-loop contributions to the electron EDM. Figure 9 shows the correlation between the CP-odd component of H 1 and the hierarchy parameter ρ. As shown in the right panel of Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , larger CPV coexists with larger two-loop (or one-loop) EDM components and, for third generation squark masses of the order of one TeV, appears around a ρ = 2 peak, where the one-loop contributions are sizable and cancellations between one and two-loop contributions are significant. Therefore the possibility of a pronounced CP-violating effect in the Higgs sector relies on significant cancellations between one-loop and two-loop EDM contributions.
FIG. 9:
The H 1 CP-odd component vs the hierarchy factor ρ, using the same scan as in Fig. 7 .
All the points shown in this plot give appropriate H 1 mass values and satisfy the eEDM bound.
In order to explore the maximum allowed CP-odd component of varied from −180
• to +180
• . To fight against the high elimination rate associated with the experimental constraints and the huge complexity in computing EDMs, we implemented a gradient descent method in the 3D subspace spanned by parameters Φ M 2 , Φ µ , and ρ to bring the three EDM values into acceptable ranges. The descending process was fast with proper steps and iteration algorithm. Finally we found 4200 points passing all constraints, with a maximum CP-odd component of H 1 to be 3.07%, which is consistent with our observations above.
To exemplify the values of the parameters leading to relevant O 31 , in Table III we show some of the points with maximal H 1 CP-odd component, the parameters for which they are obtained, as well as the relevant parameters in the Higgs sector. 
other relevant parameters were varied in the range explained in the text. Observe that these five different examples have similar characteristics : The values of arg(µMg) < ∼ 10
• , as expected in order to cancel the large one-loop contribution to the neutron EDM, induced by the gluino loops. Moreover, the value of arg(µM 2 ) is within 30
• of 0 or 180
• . The value of arg(µA t ) 65
• , being sizable and of similar order in all examples, is necessary to obtain a sizable CP-odd component of H 1 without inducing a large negative correction to its mass or to the branching ratio of its decay into vector bosons. As is shown in the table III the maximal CP-odd component is now again associated with the minimal allowed values of the Higgs mass. This may be understood from the fact that, as shown in We want to stress that |M 1 | and |M 2 | are not determinant factors in the determination of the maximal H 1 CP-odd components. We changed |M 1 | = |M 2 | to be 1 TeV but kept |µ| = |A f | = 3 M SUSY , and got the maximum CP-odd to be 2.91%, not much different from the previous 3.07%. We also checked the maximal CP-violation in the CPX scenario
TeV, while the three trilinear coupling phases Φ A t,b,τ are independent. We did the scan for this scenario and found that it gave a smaller CP-odd component of about 2%. This effect comes mostly from the change of |µ| and |A f |, which can be easily seen from Eq. 10. This agrees with the numerical results of a recent paper [48] focusing on the CP Violation in the heavy Higgs sector of the MSSM. In general, we observe that the cancellation of the three EDMs needs some fine tuning at level of order 10 in relevant phases. In order to illustrate the general pattern of cancellations we investigate the behavior of the three EDMs around the points of maximal H 1 CP-odd component found above. For instance, Fig. 10 shows the values of the three EDMs considered here, for points around point 1 in Table III, Table III (the same as in Fig. 10 ). Figure 11 shows the correlation between the phases of µ and M 2 for the points which are consistent with the electron, neutron and mercury EDM's. As Fig. 11 shows, no matter what value the hierarchy factor ρ takes, there is always some point where the three constraint regions overlap with each other. As ρ goes up, one-loop contribution fades away and twoloop diagrams dominate since propagators of first 2 generations of squarks and sleptons only come into play in one-loop diagrams. The blue stripe allowed by eEDM measurement rotates towards constant Φ µ . This phenomenon can be easily understood since Φ M 2 affects the mass structure of charginos and neutralinos, which control the main one-loop contributions to the eEDM. The red stripe stands for Mercury EDM, which depends only weakly on Φ M 2 , and it grows wider as ρ increases, which may be understood due to the smaller degree of cancellation between Φ µ and the gluino phase necessary to be consistent with the current experimental bounds on this quantity.
VI. FLAVOR PHYSICS CONSTRAINTS
The flavor physics implications of the MSSM depend very strongly on the exact flavor structure of the soft supersymmetry breaking parameters. Small missalignments between the squark and the quark mass matrices can induce large flavor violating effects, without having an impact on any other observables. Since in our work we are considering the MSSM as a low energy effective theory, without any assumption of the supersymmetry breaking mechanism at high energies, it is not possible to obtain precise predictions on the flavor observables. In order to obtain an estimate of the flavor violating effects, we used the results of CPsuperH, which are based on the assumption of minimal flavor violation, with additional flavor misallignments induced by up-Yukawa effects [61] - [67] , which lead to nonvanishing contributions from flavor violating couplings of the gluino with the left-handed down-quarks and scalar down-quarks.
In general, since in the models under consideration the squarks are heavier than about 2 TeV, tan β is moderate and the charged Higgs mass is about 300 GeV, one does not expect large flavor violating effects. These effects, however, may be enhanced by the presence of large trilinear couplings between the Higgs and the third generation squarks. In Figure 12 we show the predictions for two relevant observables, namely the branching ratios of the as estimated by the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group for E γ > 1.6 GeV [68] , and
as recorded by LHCb and CMS analyses [69] are in somewhat good agreement with the SM predictions [70] , [71] , [73] given by
(see Ref. [72] for an alternative calculation of this rate) and
In our analysis, we performed a small rescaling of the values of B → X s γ given by CPsuperH in order to obtain the proper SM results [71] for large squark and charged Higgs masses. In Figure 12 we show with dashed lines the regions allowed at the 68% and 96% confidence level (C.L. [74] , the polarization correlation in the H → γZ and H → γγ channels [75] , the angular distribution of the products in the ttH channel [76] , [77] , as well as the distribution over the angle between the planes of e − e + pairs arising from conversion in diphoton decays [78] , [79] .
A promising channel, h → τ − τ + , has been proposed to investigate the CP nature of the Higgs boson at the LHC [80] , [81] , [82] , and becomes suitable to test CP-violation in the Higgs sector of the MSSM. In the recent proposal, Ref. [81] , the mixing angle, φ τ , defined as:
can be determined by measuring the spin correlation of the tau lepton pairs, which lead to particular differential distributions of the tau pairs in the Higgs decays. These correlations are characterized by an angle φ * CP , defined from the impact parameters and momenta of the charged prongs a − and a + in the decays τ − → a − + X and τ + → a + + X in the a − a + zero-momentum frame. The measured differential distribution of the Higgs boson decaying into tau-pairs with respect to φ * CP can be described by:
The major background comes from the Drell-Yan production of τ pairs whose effects can be minimized by cuts. It is claimed that the Higgs mixing angle φ τ can be measured to Table III, a value of tan φ τ = 0.236 is obtained, corresponding to φ τ = 13
• , within the reach of LHC. This is well within the claim reach of the high luminosity LHC. To get a better perception of the power of the h → τ − τ + measurement, in Fig.13 we plot, for the points we found satisfying all current experimental constraints considered in this paper, the maximum value of φ τ in the tan β −ρ plane. In other words, these values represent the experimental sensitivity needed in order to start probing the CP-odd component of 
